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Some general results on the stability of compressible shear flows are derived. It 
is shown that a shear-free basic flow supports supersonic waves. Further, the com- 
plex wave speed of an unstable subsonic wave is shown to lie in a semiellipse-type 
region in the upper half plane. For unbounded flows, a sufficient condition for 
stability to supersonic disturbances and an estimate for the growth rate of an 
unstable supersonic disturbance are given. % 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of stability of compressible shear flows in the absence of 
gravity was initiated by Lees and Lin [5]. If U(y) is the velocity of the 
basic flow and k and c = c, + ic, are the wave number and phase velocity, 
respectively, of a normal mode disturbance, the disturbance is classified as 
subsonic, sonic, or supersonic depending on whether the relative phase 
speed 1 U- cl is less than, equal to, or greater than the inverse of the Mach 
number M, i.e., 1 U - cl 2 M-‘. They also proved that a sufficient condition 
for stability of subsonic flows is that the curvature of the basic flow be of 
definite sign. Later Blumen [2] gave a different proof of the Lees and Lin 
theorem and proved the semicircle theorem. Blumen [3] has shown that a 
shear-free basic flow does not support subsonic waves. Blumen [2] and 
Blumen et al. [4] have studied the flow U = tanh y numerically and have 
shown that this flow is unstable for small wave number k. In this paper we 
prove that compressibility introduces new waves in shear-free flows and 
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that these new waves are supersonic. Then we prove that the complex wave 
velocity of an unstable subsonic wave lies in a semiellipse-type region in the 
upper half plane which depends on the Mach number, wave number, and 
depth of the fluid layer. This region reduces to a semicircle if either k2 + co 
or the depth of the fluid layer (yz - y,) -+ co. For unbounded flows, we find 
a sufficient condition for stability to supersonic disturbances and an 
estimate for the growth rate of an unstable supersonic disturbance. 
2. BASIC EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The basic equations and the boundary conditions for the stability 
problem of compressible shear flows are given by (cf. Blumen [2]) 
(‘-‘)“- ‘Iv 
1 -W(U-C)2 1 ‘-k2(U-c)V=0 
and 
(U-c)rr”-2L%‘-k2(U-c)[l -M2(U-~)2].=0, (2) 
where a ’ denotes differentiation with respect to y. If the fluid is bounded 
by rigid planes, then the boundary conditions are 
VZ71f’O at Y=Y,,Y~ (3) 
and if the fluid is unbounded, then the boundary conditions become 
7c=v=o as y-*&co. (4) 
3. STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR BOUNDED FLOWS 
In the absence of basic shear (U = 0), Eq. (1) becomes 
l-c) [ 1 _%2c2-k2v]=0. 
From the semicircle theorem of Blumen [2], we know that U = 0 is stable 
and hence (5) with (3) can have only real eigenvalues c. 
THEOREM 1. Shear-free basic flow supports supersonic waves. 
Proof For c # 0 and 1 - M2c2 < 0, Eq. (5) can be rewritten as 
v” + k2(M2c2- l)v=O. (6) 
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Now the function 
v=sin[k(M*c’- 1)“’ (y-y,)] 
satisfies (6) and (3) whenever 
k(MZC2 - l)l/* = 
that is, whenever 
n27c2 
k2(y, -y,12 1 for n = 1, 2, . . . . (9) 
This proves the theorem. 
For incompressible shear flows, the wave velocities of non-singular 
neutral modes are always bounded (Banerjee et al. [ 1 I). But in the 
presence of compressibility, this result is not true. A counterexample is 
given by the supersonic waves discussed above, which are non-singular 
neutral modes, and their wave velocities, given by Eq. (9), are not 
bounded. 
THEOREM 2. The complex wave velocity c for any unstable subsonic mode 
must lie inside the semiellipse-type region. 
M2n2( 1 - $(b - ~)*)~c; 
4[x2+k2(y2-y,)2(1-~(b-a)2)2]’ 
where a< U(y)<b. 
Proof: For ci > 0, the transformation 
v=(U-c)F (11) 
reduces the original system (1) and (3) to the system 
(U-c)F’ ’ 
1 -W(U-c)* I 
-k’(U-c)‘F=O (12) 
and 
F=O at Y =yl, Y,. (13) 
Following the standard procedure (Blumen [2]), we obtain the inequality 
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where 
lF’12 
Q= Il -M2~U-C)212+~2 IF12. (15) 
For subsonic disturbances, we have M 1 U - cl < 1. Therefore 
( 1 - M2( U- c)‘l < 2. Therefore 
M* ,U-C,~ IF'l* >M*c; 
11 -M2(U-c)2/2’4 
,F’,*. (16) 
From the semicircle theorem of Blumen [2], we have for ci>O, 
I U - CJ 2 < s(h - a)‘. Therefore, for subsonic modes, 
Therefore, 
IF’l* 
C1-;M2tb-a12,2+k2 IFI* (17) 
Since by the semicircle theorem, 
we have, using (16) and (17), 
+q j ,F',2<0. (18) 
Now, by using the well known Rayleigh-Ritz inequality 
s 
in (18), we get, after dropping i 1 F'I *, 
(19) 
Equation (10) follows from this and hence the proof. 
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For incompressible fluids Mr 0 and the above result reduces to the 
semicircle theorem. Furthermore, if either k* -+ x, or (v2 - y,) -+ cc, then, 
also, the above region reduces to the semicircle. But for finite values of k’ 
and (yz - yl)* and for non-zero M, the instability region is reduced. 
4. STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR UNBOUNDED FLOWS 
If ci ~0, and U is finite, then (2) may be divided by (U - c)~, with the 
result that 
[(U-c)-*d]‘-k’[(U-c)-*-44*1x=0. (20) 
Multiplication of (20) by rc* (the complex conjugate of rc) and integration 
over (-co, co) with the application of (4) yield 
s [(u-c)-’ ln’12+k2{(U-c)-2-M2} 17cI*]=o. (21) 
Following the standard procedure (Blumen [a]) we obtain 
where 
(23) 
Since k*M* > 0 and Q > 0, (22) gives the semicircle theorem. 
For unstable modes, the transformation 
(+(U-c)-‘!*n (24) 
is well defined. Use of this transformation in (2) results in the equation 
[(U-c)-‘G’]‘+&(U-c)-*U’]‘G-$‘*(U-C)-~G 
-k*(U-c)-‘G+k*M*(U-c)G=O (25) 
and (4) gives 
W)=O (y+ k~). (26) 
If (25) is multiplied by G* (the complex conjugate of G) and integrated 
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over the flow domain, we get, after integration by parts whenever 
necessary, 
1 (U-c)-’ [IG’12+k2 ,G,2, +;I (U-c)-‘U’(GG*)’ 
- k2M2(U-c) IG12=0. 
f (27) 
The imaginary part of this gives 
lG’12 
Iu-c12+ 
(U-c,)U’(GG*)‘+ U’(U-C,)~ IG12 
1u-c14 IU-C16 
+jk2M2 ,G,2-/4;I;y;;4=0. (28) 
Considering the first integral, we see that 
IG’12 
Iu-cl’+ 
(U-c,)U’(GG*)‘+ U’2(U-c,)2 IGj2 
/U-cl4 [U-cl6 
IU’I Iu-crl IGI ’ -- 
IU-Cl3 1 
2 IU’J IU-c,J IGI IG’l+ (U-c,)U’(GG*)’ 
IU-cl4 1 IU-cl4 . (29) 
Concerning the second square bracket, we observe that 
(U-c,)U’(GG*)‘< IU-c,l IU’I I(GG*)‘I 
[U-cl4 p7-c14 
<2 Iu-crl IU’I IGI IG’I 
JU-c14 
Hence the expression on the left-hand side of (29) is a non-negative 
quantity p2 (say), so that (28) can be rewritten as 
U2 k2M2-4 ,u-c,4 (31) 
This equation gives the following theorem. 
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at least once in the flow domain. 
This result essentially means only that the flow U(y) is stable to short 
waves. 
Now, for supersonic disturbances, we have 1 U- cl > MP ‘. Hence, for 




From this, we get the following theorems. 
THEOREM 4. A sufficient condition for stability of the basicflow U(y) to 
supersonic disturbances is that 
throughout the flow domain. 
THEOREM 5. For an unstable supersonic disturbance, an estimate for the 
growth rate is given by 
k2cf < ur2 I’ --k2Mp2 4 > max (35) 
Blumen [2] and Blumen et al. [4] have shown numerically that the 
basic flow U = tanh y is unstable for small wave numbers. Thus, our 
Theorem 4 and their result are complementary to each other. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that shear-free basic flow (U = 0) supports supersonic 
waves. These supersonic waves are non-singular neutral modes whose wave 
velocities are not bounded. For subsonic disturbances the instability region 
given by the semicircle theorem has been further improved. The new 
instability region lies inside the semicricle and depends on the Mach 
number, wave number, and depth of the fluid layer. For unbounded flows, a 
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sufficient condition for stability to supersonic disturbances and an estimate 
for the growth rate of unstable supersonic disturbances have also been 
given. 
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